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Question 1 
THEMES; 
a.Negative peer influence  
kezia was influenced by her friends to accept demola and demola  
was also influeced to give her drugs  
 
b. lack of adequate parental care;demolas parent didnt really  
follow up with demolas activity in school ,which drew demola away  
from them which made him more dependent on his friends than his  
parent 
 
C. inability of constituted authorities to take decisive steps;the  
constituted authorities didnt act fast about the problems which  
made it to expand  
 
Question 2 
i.)KEZIA; A 200 level university student from a god fearing and  
well disciplined family but falls victim of negative pressure  
which made her to fall into demolas trap,kezia BECOMES PREGNANT  
and her educational adventure is truncated .and she was forced to  
live with her actions and inactions 
 
 ii.)DEMOLA: 
he was a 200 level university who was from a rich  
family , he was also influenced by his friends into joining  
cultism and taking of hardc drugs .he couldnt take decision by  
himself instead he went extreme and took decion from nkanga nwoko  
to drug kezia in order to take advantage .he later died a  
shameful death before his death  
 
iii.)STELLA: 
Stella is also a university student who was close to  
kezia,she stood by kezia during the time she found out kezia was  
raped.and she encouraged her during the hard times. 
 
Question 3 
There are twenty three(23) movements in the book and two discs 
for the movie. I began to notice the divergence between the 
published and film version from the way the characters were 



described and In the scenes starting with the third(3) movement. 
In the third movement there was no interruption of any student 
during the lecture of Dr Yusuf in the book. While in the movie two 
students entered the class late and were sent out by Dr Yusuf. 
In the sixth movement where Stella was narrating her dream to 
Keziah. Adeyoju was portrayed to have ordered men to bring out 
her clothes to burn while in the movie there was only one man 
asked to bring out her clothes. It was said that Emmanuella met 
Stella in her room while in the movie Emmanuella met Stella when 
she was packing her clothes from the line. 
In the eight movement Demola was portrayed as a newcomer of the 
cult (Red shadows) .While in the movie Demola was already a 
member of the cult. 
In movement 13 the DPO is portrayed as a woman in the book 
but in the film version is seen as a man.Also in this movement only 
3 students were caught first but in the film there were 4 culprits 
caught including K.K. In movement 18 Keziah's unconscious body 
was found in her room but in the film she was actually found on the 
side of the parlour floor.The book portrayed Mrs Diran,Demola's 
mother as a grieving mother who found out about her son's evil 
deeds but in the film she was said to be dead. In movement 22 
Keziah's delivery was played but it wasn't in the film version. At the 
ending of the film it was not shown how her parents managed to 
handle both Keziah and the baby by sending her to school in 
Ibadan to live with a cousin who would help her babysit the baby 
whenever she went for lectures. 
 
  


